
Geraldton Area Natural Resources Advisory Committee Approved Minutes 

5:30p.m. March 1, 2017        Location:  GFMH 

Recording Secretary:  Amelie Nephin 

 

Attendance Present Regrets 

Charlotte Bourdignon, MNRF Management Forester * 
 

Amie Nephin, MNRF LCC Liaison * 
 

Melanie Shepherdson, Logistics 
 

* 

Robin Kuzyk, MNRF Management Forester *  

James Yantha, Conservation Officer *  

Mona Wiltshire, Forest Management Nedaak *  

Members   

Bernie Baillargeon, Bear Management & Baitfish  * 

Deanna Hoffman, Forest Management *  

Dina Quenneville, Mining *  

Evan Armstrong, Chair/Facilitator, General Public *  

Gary Selinger, Fishing/Hunting Interest *  

George Horobec, Naturalist  * 

Hector Vincent, Crown Land Recreation  * 

James McPherson. Municipality of Greenstone *  

Ken House, Cottaging *  

Ken Stevens, Local Business  * 

Linda Beaulieu,  Road Accessed Tourism *  

Louis Garon, Trapping  * 

Remi Moretton, Remote Tourism *  

Steve Thuerig, AV Terrace Bay                                    *  

Vaughn Arsenault, Chamber of Commerce *  

Denny Michano, Aboriginal *  

   

Alternates:   

Brent Henley, Remote Tourism *  

Ed Hoffman, Forest Industry *  

Eileen Johnson, Local Business *  

Gary Emms, Crown Land Recreation  * 

Gerald Bolduc,  Cottaging *  

John Espinola, Road Accessed Tourism  * 

Len McEathron, Fishing/Hunting Interest  * 

Jason Booth, Remote Tourism *  

Tom Gross, General Public *  

Travis Vernier, Trapping *  

Brian Desrochers, Trapping  *  

   

1. Call to Order: 5:50 

 Welcome and Introductions 
 
 

2. Review of Agenda 



 Agenda items for Ogoki AWS and Ask a Conservation Officer will be moved up slightly to 
accommodate early departure for some speakers. 

 Agenda accepted 
 

3. Approval of Previous Minutes (February 8, 2017) 

 Minutes sent out this afternoon.  Minutes will be approved by email.   

 Provide comments to Melanie by Wednesday March 8
th
. 

 
4. Business Arising (Review of Action Items from February 8th meeting) 

a) ACTION – Charlotte to follow-up with Resource Management Supervisor to ensure there 
are public service announcements when bridges are decommissioned. 

 No bridges are being decommissioned yet.  Consultation will occur with stakeholders 
and Resource Management Supervisor is aware of request for public notices.  

 Updates will be provided to LCC once MNRF receives engineering report and has more 
information to share. 

 COMPLETED 
c) ACTION:  Amie to work with Raymond to set-up joint LCC meeting date. COMPLETE 

 Potential meeting dates of May 31 or June 7.  Members decided on May 31
st
 date. 

 Jamie Mucha, Regional Planning Biologist will present caribou habitat presentation 

 Potential field trip prior to meeting start 

 Location will be Beardmore  
d) ACTION:  Evan to check website viewer usage and report back to committee. ONGOING. 
e) There is interest in having a booth at the Trade Show.  ACTON:  Amie to follow up with DM 

and if a booth can be arranged. – ONGOING. Require discussion with supervisor for staff 
availability. 

f) ACTION – Ken to email Evan the name of the individual who is interested.  Evan to follow 
up with Amie to determine if MNRF approves site. COMPLETE 

1) ACTION:  Evan to send Adopt and Access Point Article to Amie for approval.  Approved article 
will be submitted to Times Star to be printed in the spring. COMPLETE. Under review. 

ACTION: Amie to review and send back to Evan to distribute final version. 
2) Website – ACTION:  AMIE to give to Evan a staff directory to be posted on the GANRAC 

website - COMPLETE 
k) ACTION:  Brian to send contact information to Evan. COMPLETE 
7.  

a) ACTION:  When amendment is submitted vote will be via email - COMPLETE 
a) ACTION:  In preparation for the joint LCC meeting, if you have any questions 

concerning caribou mosaic and moose population please forward to Evan who will 
summarize and forward to MNRF. ONGOING 

b) Greenstone Gold Video question follow-up regarding dust emissions. COMPLETE. 

 Dina provided technical response via email regarding dust emissions.  Evan forwarded.  
Further modelling will be done for homes closer to PDA (Rosedale, Little Longlac, 
Sakamoto Drive) for dust and noise.  Dust emission monitoring will be on-going through 
the life of the project. 

 Travis to forward any further questions to Dina, cc to Evan 
 

f) ACTION:  Travis to contact Patti Westerman, F&W Tech. Specialist, concerning 
agents and how they are hired/used in the district 

 ACTION: MNRF to discuss the blanket trap cabin 1000m AOC request. Update will 
be provided in Kenogami Update (Agenda) 

9. ACTION:  Ken to email suggested agenda items to AMIE. Ken will have discussion with 
Amie. 

 
5. Financial Report – N/A 

 
 



6. Correspondence 
a. Baitfish Management Policy – Evan forwarded EBR posting and material for baitfish 

management. Comments close June 27. 

 Will be deferred and addressed as agenda item.  
 

7. New Business 
a. Kenogami Update (Charlotte) 

 AOC Trap Cabins 

 Had staff member review all FMP plans across province for Trap Cabin AOC 

 AOC prescriptions range from 200m to nothing in some units, at 200m, the Kenogami 
AOC is one of the higher end prescriptions for Trap Cabins in province. 

Trap_Cabin_AOCs.pdf

 
 Q.1. Travis noticed that Ogoki is only 100m.  Could that be bumped up to 200m similar to 

Kenogami. 

 A.1. any changes to AOC at this time would require FMP amendment. Suggest trappers 
close to harvest area deal with MNRF first. 

 Robin was present at the LCC meeting and heard Travis’ concerns and can ensure 
they are discussed at the planning team meetings for the upcoming plan. 

 If individual trappers have concerns, encourage them to speak to Robin, but may not 
be necessary to have a blanket change at this stage. 

 Ogoki will be starting a Phase I planning cycle this year and this may be the best 
opportunity to develop a new AOC. 
 

b. Kenogami AWS 

 Deanna (Nedaak) presented 2017-2018 Annual Work Schedule 

2017_KenogamiAWS

 
 Discussions: 

1. Decommissioning of Roads 
Decisions on road use, road transfers and decommissioning are discussed during plan  
development stages -  Phase 1 (2009) and Phase 2 (2015).  Information is also shared in all 
Annual Work Schedules. 

2. SEM result differences - Audit 

 During the Independent Forest audit, results of Silvicultural Effectiveness Monitoring were 
questioned as MNRF and Nedaak had considerably different results.   

 Audit recommendation was to investigate further. As a result, this past summer MNRF 
and Nedaak worked together using both methodologies to compare results.   

 One of the differences is due to the different methodology used as MNRF uses a 
systematic methodology to stratify blocks and Nedaak was using a random stratification 
method.  Sampling was done in different areas of the block which are not uniform and 
can be quite different depending on location of block. 

 A full report will be included in the status report which is due 2 years after the 
recommendations. 

3. Compliance 

 Question as to why so many compliance issues and what are the consequences 

 Discussion regarding compliance process and how issues are reported and proceed 
through as operational issues to non-compliance 

 Some issues can and have been resolved, some cannot be resolved and would be non-
compliance.  There is a sliding scale that takes into account infractions and frequency 
and increases the more the same issue is found. 



 Steve mentioned that there is a lot going on in a harvest block and many issues are 
minor things that should be improved but for the most part are not harmful. 

4. Slash Management 

 Concern that slash alignment is an eyesore and become a fire hazard.  Would burning 
not be a better choice? 

 Deanna – slash piles have not been effective because there is a short season for burning 
based on indices required to burn.  Also, piles have not burned well leaving more of a 
problem. 

 Char – suggested that prepping the piles differently may allow for better burning results.  
She would like to look at more slash pile burning in the future. 

 
c. Ogoki Update 

 No update since last meeting.  Hauling of wood that was previously harvested; harvesting 
and processing completed. 

 
d. Ogoki AWS 

 Robin presented AWS.  Draft was presented as Final was not received yet.  Some very 
minor changes may appear.  Check eFMP website for updated AWS on March 15

th
. 

Ogoki AWS 

Overview_2017-18updateMarch1_2slides.pdf
 

 
Discussions 

1. Road Decommissioning 

 Clarification regarding Witchwood River bridge.  Decommissioning is to take out bridge 
at current site which is an Aboriginal Significant site and place crossing at an alternate 
location.  Location decided with involvement from Aboriginal community.  Further 
clarification on Reckett bridge decommissioning.  Not one of the bridges on the main 
road. 

2. Road Connections – why don’t roads connect across forest units 
Objective of many FMP’s to not allow for roads to connect to meet socio-economic 
objectives.  Wood flow directed to certain mills and fear of wood being directed out of the 
unit with some of the connections.  Another objective would be around caribou and 
habitat which does not support road linkages. 

3. Planting in Painter Lake block – Access will be through Kenogami 
4. Slash Pile burning – it is an option available in the FMP. 

 
 

e. Nedaak Update 

 Preparation of Annual Work Schedule 
 

f. Forest Industry Update 
AVTB - Steve 

 ½ loads coming on Hwy 625 

 Shifting wood from Big Pic back onto Kenogami 

 Looking at stockpiles in preparation for spring break-up 
Columbia – Ed 

 Going into Balkam shortly 

 Currently operating in Big Pic and Hearst forests. 
 

g. Ask a Conservation Officer–this topic was addressed after Ogoki AWS agenda item 7.d. 
1. Discussion around Bait management Strategy and potential enforcement issues.   

 No bait to be brought North of CN line ( into BMZ A) and requirement to show receipt of 
where bait was purchased. What about people that trap their own minnows?  



Enforcement will be difficult and likely will be case by case through investigation (ask for 
details on where traps are, possibly check for traps) 

2. Discussion regarding whether deer head needs to be affixed to deer legally prior to 
completely butchering or is it okay to quarter as long as you have all pieces.  How to travel 
with meat legally if butchering was done in the bush (example, party hunt split up deer) 

 Legally head needs to be attached 

 Recommendation to have all information including name of tag holder, tag license 
number if you are transporting meat that may be separated from the tag. 

3. Discussion regarding hunting with other individuals.  Covered discussions around licensed 
hunters vs non-licensed hunters, aboriginal and non-aboriginal hunters. 

 If Aboriginal hunter is exercising their Aboriginal rights within their treaty area, they 
should be doing so without the assistance of someone without those rights.  After the 
game is shot, non-rights bearing individuals can help after hunt is over. 

 Individual can accompany them as long as they are not participating in the hunt (flushing, 
spotting, etc). Retrieval of animal is after hunting is over. 

 Some discussion regarding ability of Aboriginal hunter to give meat to non-Aboriginal as a 
gift. Rights are protected for personal or community use therefore giving meat (example 
used “half” a moose) to a non-Aboriginal may not be permitted. Question regarding 
definition of sharing meat as a gift.   

 ACTION: James to look at interpretations regarding the definition of a “gift”. 
  
8. Bait Management Strategy 

 Discussion on the draft baitfish policy ensued. 

 Identification of bait species will be important if policy is adopted.  Some material available 
currently.  Likely will require more information and resources. 

 Submit comments on the EBR posting website by June 27, 2017  

 Go to www.ebr.gov.on.ca website and search for EBR Registry Number:   012-9791 
 
9. Next Meeting 

 April 5
th
 if enough agenda items to hold.  Members will be contacted a few weeks prior 

 Joint Meeting with Nipigon East LCC set for May 31 at Beardmore Curling Club at 5pm. 

 There will be a field trip arranged to view blocks treated with different tending types 
(Chemical, manual and Natural).  Meet in Beardmore around 11am to attend field. 

 Jamie Mucha, Regional Planning Biologist will attend and present a discussion on 
caribou/moose habitat management.  

 
Adjourned: 7:53 Motioned by Ed Hoffman, seconded by Linda Beaulieu 
 
ACTION ITEMS: 
 

4 d) ACTION:  Evan to check website viewer usage and report back to committee. 

4 e) There is interest in having a booth at the Trade Show.  ACTON:  Amie to continue to work 
with MNRF. ONGOING 

4 f) ACTION: Amie to review and send back to Evan to distribute final version. Approved article will 
appear in Times Star in the spring. 

4. 
7 a) 

ACTION:  If AWS amendment decision vote is sent by email please respond and cc Evan. 
ACTION:  In preparation for the joint LCC meeting, if you any questions concerning 
caribou mosaic and moose population please forward to Evan who will summarize and 
forward to MNRF. ONGOING 

4. 
7 f) 

ACTION:  Travis to contact Patti Westerman, F&W Tech. Specialist concerning agents 
and how they are hired/used in the district. 

7 g) ACTION: James to look at interpretations regarding the definition of a “gift”. 

 
 

Minutes prepared by: Amelie Nephin 

http://www.ebr.gov.on.ca/

